HeartLight Spiritual Center presents
“Metaphysical Study Group”
Rescuing the Bible with Rev. David Hulse, D.D.

Do you understand the original meanings of traditional Christian Doctrine?

When family and friends of a more literalist persuasion begin throwing scripture at you any time you begin explaining what you believe, would you like to be able to explain scripture from a more enlightened - metaphysical point of view?

We invite you to join Minister and Author, David Hulse, D.D. for an ongoing course...

Some concepts taught from David’s Book:

Take Another Look:
A Scriptural Review of Traditional Christian Doctrine.

What is Hell?
Resurrection Meaning
Law and Grace
Meaning of Sin
Definition of Evil
What is Man
Exploring Darkness
Defining Illusion
Explaining Awakening
Defining the Church
What is Reconciliation?
Do you know “The Way”?
Judgment Explored
Who is your Adversary?
Releasing Spirits
Origin of Spirits

Each Sunday before service at 10:00 AM
In the Light House

HeartLight Spiritual Center
7300 Mallard Creek Road, Charlotte, NC 28262

www.heartlightcharlotte.org  704-599-1180